
 

 

WHOLENESS SUPPORT UNIT VERSION 4 (WSU V4) 

System User Guide & Instructions 

 

 
Remember always that your new Wholeness Support Unit is NOT a medical device. The usage 
guidance provided herein is not medical advice. The use of your Orynoco Wholeness Support 
Unit does not replace conventional medical treatments and/or care. The Transition State 
Elements (TSE) are not medicines. Our products do not diagnose, cure or treat any diseases. 
If you have any sort of medical or health condition you should immediately seek the help and 
care of a licensed doctor or health care professional. 



The WSU V4 contains a collection of Transition State Elements (TSE) which is specifically 
engineered for accessing all levels of information including your soul.  The sessions 
become a more personal experience in our view because they are tailored to you as an 
individual via your soul.  The rebalancing of your individual being is done by accessing 
what you actually need first.  This may not be what you think and believe you need.  This 
individually soul-tailored interaction results in a perfect experience regardless of 
whether you are just beginning on your spiritual journey and path, or you are already 
advanced.  
  
Your access to this pure Life Force Energy is directed by your own soul-level higher 
intelligence.  It therefore has access to all the universal information fields that your 
biofield could ever need in order to self-rejuvenate. This results in a soul re-union style 
of dynamic interaction. 
 
 
PHYSICAL SET-UP & POSITIONING 
 
Symmetrically position the three towers around a comfortable, plastic chair in roughly a 
triangle formation (watch video).  Plastic is the best material for the chair and metal 
should be avoided in direct proximity to the unit if possible.  You can position one tower 
either side of and/or a ways behind the chair, and one out directly in front of it. The 
towers distance from the centre point of the chair can be anywhere from about 2.5 feet 
to about 6 feet or so.  
 
None of the positioning is critical.  Depending on the area that you have available, it is 
good to have some clear space around the unit.  You have a lot of flexibility in how you 
position the towers and the chair.  The fields created by each tower will interact with the 
fields of the other two towers to optimise themselves as a whole composite field.  
The reactor inserts in the towers have two possible height settings that are fixed by pins 
being placed into one of the two holes at the top of the towers.  The lower height setting 
can be left as standard for everybody.  If you wish to experiment with the field effects or 
have a chair/person that is lower or higher then you can adjust accordingly.   
The reactor tube inserts have a small black dot on one end only. This dot indicates the 
base end to be inserted into the clear tube towards the floor and sits at the base level. 
 
 
ENERGETIC SET-UP  
 
It is recommended to do an opening statement/prayer/meditation after physically 
setting up the unit.  This aligns your energies as a co-creator with the field, system and 
source.   
•  Set the intention with the WSU V4 to create a sacred space - connect the unit to 
source and ground into Mother Earth; it is already connected, this is more about you 
acknowledging this consciously and deepening this connection with intention.  This 
brings more clarity, focus and support to your work.  

https://www.mylifeforceenergy.com/using-conscious-tech/?tab=WSU-V4-USER-GUIDE#v4-setup-video


•  Set the intention to consciously connect your unit to all the other units. It’s already 
connected, but it’s a beneficial exercise for the person working with the unit to intend 
and consciously establish all these connections. The systems are creating an energetic 
network which you then become more integrated with and supported by.  
•  Trust your intuition – you may be guided to add more to this, go with whatever comes 
from the divine part of your consciousness that will be working with the unit.  Always 
intend that whatever takes place should be for the highest good of all.  
•  Express gratitude for this service and process in whichever way you are comfortable 
with. 
 

Watch Subtle Energetics Review Video 

 
 

CONDITIONING YOUR ENVIRONMENT 
 
Even if you won’t be starting your sessions right away, we recommend that you setup 
your unit as soon as your space has been prepared. This is because when your unit is 
setup and thus operating, a healthy and highly beneficial Life Force Energy field will 
begin to permeate your entire environment. You may or may not sense its presence, 
but it will be there regardless building strength over time to beneficially support you 
even when you’re not doing sessions. 
 
 

PREPARING YOUR BODY PRIOR TO SESSIONS 
 
If you are new to using a Wholeness Support Unit, please begin your process by 
drinking TSE charged water for 3 to 7 days prior to starting your sessions. This will help 
balance your body’s energy fields and your mind and emotions to better prepare you 
for your first sessions in the unit. This helps you to be able to receive many more of the 
benefits which may be available to you from your new Wholeness Support Unit. If you're 
renting just start drinking TSE charged water as soon as you get your unit and begin to 
use it. 
 
 
CHARGING & USING YOUR TSE DRINKING WATER 
 
TSE Charged Water = water informed or charged by placing a sealed 5ml vial of TSE 
next to or in your drinking water. 
 
Place the tightly capped Transition State Elements (TSE) vial(s) into a glass dispenser 
(e.g. a Kilner 5L drinks dispenser) filled with clean water such as Volvic water or filtered 
tap water. Allow the vial(s) of TSE time to charge the water. This can take several hours. 
Your TSE Charged Water can be used after only 2 hours, but it will have a stronger 
charge and be more effective if it’s left to charge for up to 8 hours. 
 

https://www.mylifeforceenergy.com/using-conscious-tech/?tab=WSU-V4-BASICS#v4-energy-review
https://www.mylifeforceenergy.com/using-conscious-tech/?tab=WSU-V4-BASICS#v4-energy-review


Drink 30-50ml of your TSE Charged Water at least three times a day. It’s quite important 
to drink some of your TSE water before you go to sleep each night. You can also add it 
to your tea and coffee if you wish. You can drink as much TSE Charged Water as you 
like. You can even add some to your bath, laundry and cooking too. You can also water 
your plants with the TSE Charged Water. Your dogs, cats and other pets will love it as 
well. 
 
We recommend adding it into all of the water that you use every day so that a healthy 
field can more completely permeate your entire environment as much as possible.  
 
 

TIPS FOR YOUR QUANTUM EXPERIENCE SESSIONS 
 
The WSU V4 supports the balance between the universal source of creation, human 
physicality, planet Earth and beyond. The result of this is to harmonise all the 
dimensions of our existence.  Ultimately with the system you are having an experience 
with a deeper part of yourself.  This is increased by setting an intention and engaging 
the system with a positive mindset. 
 
Get Comfortable 
 
It’s important that you are comfortable through the time of your Experience Session.  
Please let your host know if you need any assistance so that they can help you with this. 
 
Set An Intention 
 
It’s good to set an intention.  This aligns your energies as a co-creator with the system 
and source. You may also like to do a short opening statement, prayer or meditation. 
 
Awareness 
 
Be aware that you are in a sacred space, a flowing field of information and potential that 
your system will access during your session. A remembering can occur by using the unit; 
you remember these fields as a part of yourself.  This can provoke emotions or small 
physical responses as your body is brought into balance. It is natural for this to happen - 
allow whatever your system needs to flow through you with ease, no attachment and 
embrace this as your core being emerges. 
 
Gratitude 
 
Give thanks for the process and your experience.  Gratitude opens the heart. 
 
 
 
 
 



Looking Forward  
 
A time will come when you can recreate these fields around you without the unit as the 
realisation comes that everything is within you.  You can use visualisation, your feelings, 
your senses and your imagination.  We use a variety of tools to empower us to 
remember who we are and this is one of them.  This is conscious technology. 
 
Remember always that your new Wholeness Support Unit is NOT a medical device. The usage 
guidance provided above is not medical advice. The use of your Orynoco Wholeness Support 
Unit does not replace conventional medical treatments and/or care. The Transition State 
Elements (TSE) are not medicines. Our products do not diagnose, cure or treat any diseases. 
If you have any sort of medical or health condition you should immediately seek the help and 
care of a licensed doctor or health care professional. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


